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These photos show crew members operating a human-powered ferris wheel in Taunggyi, Shan state. — AFP photos  

Tofu, center, along with other vegetarian food is viewed at a
store in Washington, DC. — AFP photos

Vegan stuffed peppers Pumpkin pies A vendor slices a vegetarian burger at a food truck.

When Elysabeth Alfano hosts a
Thanksgiving dinner for 12 next
week at her home in Los Angeles,

the menu will be traditional-with a few key
changes that were all but impossible just a
decade ago. For dessert, she’ll have the sta-
ples that feature on nearly every American
dinner table-pumpkin and apple pie. And the
huge number of vegetable side dishes are not
unusual. But the “turkey”-the centerpiece of
the meal-will be a vegan-stuffed breast made
of chickpeas, wheat gluten, tomato paste,
mushroom broth, seasonings and red wine. 

Her main dish reflects a shift in eating
habits in the United States: there are an
increasing number of Americans choosing a
vegetarian or vegan lifestyle. But they’re call-
ing it something else. While still only around
three percent of Americans identify as vegan
and six percent identify as vegetarians, more
and more offerings are being marketed as
“plant-based”-a term which food industry
watchers say is more palatable to all.

“Veganism is often linked with some sort of
deprivation,” explains Michael Robbins,
spokesman for the three-year-old Plant Based
Foods Association, which represents more
than 100 companies including food giants like

the Campbell Soup Company.
“Plant-based is generally associated with

the general benefits of eating plants” and “has
been shown in research to have a greater
acceptance to a broader set of consumers,”
he told AFP. 

Indeed, nothing is more mainstream in
America than fast food, and the giants are all
in-Burger King is serving meatless Impossible
Whoppers, and McDonald’s is test-marketing
its plant-based burger. “Just as the horse and
buggy gave way to the car and the typewriter
gave way to the computer, we are seeing
more and more people go plant-based,” says
Alfano, a chef, coach and lifestyle expert. “In
the first half of 2019, 248 million plant-based
burgers were sold, 95 percent of which were
bought by meat-eaters. The meat-eaters are
the largest segment incorporating plant-
based.”

Diet vs lifestyle 
For decades in America, veganism has been

linked to a way of life that transcends food
choices. Practitioners often don’t only refuse
to consume any animal-based products-they
also don’t wear clothes made from animal
products like wool or leather. Devotees of

plant-based diets are generally all about the
food, but they are happy to embrace the ethi-
cal debate as well, within reason.

Chicago-based artist Tammy Kohl grew up
on a dairy farm in Wisconsin but has gradually
shifted her diet, which has been completely
plant-based for a year. “To keep weight off by
taking dairy out of my diet made sense. I did
vegan cleanses and felt great and that
inspired me,” said Kohl, who added that anti-
animal cruelty efforts made cutting out meat
easier. But she noted: “I still wear leather. If
you own leather, you might as well wear it.”

Holiday options 
Jean Johnson, a sales consultant from

Colorado, converted to a plant-based diet for
health reasons and shies away from the term
“vegan,” which she says conjures up an image
to which she does not subscribe. On
Thanksgiving, she says she’ll stick to eating
vegetable side dishes at a friend’s home-and
isn’t all that worried if she happens to inadver-
tently consume animal products. “I’m not so
OCD about it where you can’t put any butter
in the mashed potatoes-it’s such a small por-
tion,” Johnson said.

Alfano, who splits her time between Los

Angeles and Chicago, went completely vegan
in 2016. Her Thanksgiving plans are proof
positive that the stigma which once surround-
ed non-carnivores, especially on traditional
American holidays, is slowly fading away.
“What we have now that we didn’t have 10
years ago is good taste. We have convenience
and we have price,” she says.

Kohl said she will celebrate the holiday
with some relatives who raise beef cattle-a
profession that hardly aligns with her vegan-
ism. But another family member is a vegetari-
an, and everyone gets along. “I usually bring
my own plate and very quietly fill it up,” Kohl
said. “I’m not one of those preachy vegans.”

Fad or trend here to stay? 
Johnson believes that her plant-based diet

helped her beat cancer, and she identifies
another benefit of plant-based diets these
days-she has seen her grocery bills plummet.
“Meat and dairy, that’s not cheap stuff,
whereas rice and beans, lentils and potatoes
are cheap,” Johnson said. Alfano agreed, say-
ing it would also help Americans save money
if healthier eating meant they could stop tak-
ing certain medications such as those to con-
trol cholesterol.

“It’s really expensive to be sick. If you can
get off the pills, you’ll really be saving mon-
ey,” she said. Of course, meat producers are
hardly on board for all this, but they’re not
really worried either. Hillary Makens, director
of media relations for the National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association, said vegans
and vegetarians constitute a tiny portion of
the US market, and her industry has bigger
concerns. “The beef industry has been com-
peting against other proteins for a long time.
When you think of chicken, pork, beans,
peanut butter, all types of protein, it’s not
really a new thing.” Makens said.

However, consumer research company
Mintel said the number of new US food and
drink products that mentioned “plant-based”
grew 268 percent between 2012 and 2018.
Additionally, in a May 2019 report, Mintel said
38 percent of US consumers report trying to
incorporate more plant-based items into their
diet.  “Rarely in life do you ever get a triple
winner-where one thing positively effects
your health, positively effects your wallet,
positively effects the environment and the
planet,” Alfano says. — AFP

Apple TV+ deploys 

originality of M Night 

Shyamalan with ‘Servant’

MNight Shyamalan-who shot to fame with his
supernatural hit film “The Sixth Sense”-hasn’t
worked much in television, but he’s bringing

his uncanny aesthetic to the new Apple TV+ platform
with the series “Servant.”  The director of
“Unbreakable,” “Glass” and “The Village” is aiming
high with the new series, the first three episodes of
which will stream from Thursday.

Although only 10 episodes have so far been filmed-
the remaining seven will be released one by one until
January 17 — Shyamalan says he hopes to shoot 60 in
total, and he’s already worked out an ending. “When
we think of long-form shows, how many are great from
the first episode to the last? Can we count 10? I’m not
sure,” the director told journalists in New York.

“It’s because of so much content, so much speed
and we don’t know where the end is. ‘Hey, if every-
body’s watching, we’re going to go on forever!’” he
said. “Well, no, that’s not how storytelling works. We
have to know where we are.” As Apple TV+ tries to
muscle into a crowded streaming market dominated by
the abundant content of Netflix and Disney+,
Shyamalan wants to set himself apart with his distinc-
tive style of storytelling.

“There’s now ubiquitous content. So how can you
differentiate yourself? I’m banking on non-spectacle
as the way to make the ingredients extremely excellent.
I’m banking on the sushi,” he said. He presents himself
as an artist of the onscreen image, capable of creating
every aspect of an immediately identifiable universe, as
he did with “The Sixth Sense,” which made him a hot
global property.  “That why I moved the camera at that
speed, at that moment, at that lighting, at that angle-it
was thought through and you inherently feel that,” he
said. “When you see 500 (series) but one has that kind
of integrity, you’ll stop.”

Buried trauma 
While Shyamalan usually writes his own screen-

plays, allowing him to imbue his work with his own dis-
tinctive character, “Servant” was scripted by British
television writer Tony Basgallop. The show is infused
with the director’s trademark anxiety-inducing music,
dark lighting and suffocating atmosphere. The story
centers on a couple, Dorothy (Lauren Ambrose) and
Sean (Toby Kebbell), who are struggling to cope with
the death of their baby. The mother in particular slips
into denial. Enter Leanne, who had been hired as the
baby’s nanny but who now joins the mother in her new
alternative reality-and eventually starts to take it to
new and unexpected levels.   The suspense builds
slowly, but viewers are drawn in by the underlying ten-
sions and unsettling characters who are sometimes
reassuring, and sometimes disturbing. Nell Tiger Free,
who plays Leanne, said it was all about “finding the
balance between being creepy and unnerving and also
trying to be accessible. Because you want to be
unnerved and you want to be freaked out by her, but
you also want to care about her.”

Co-star Rupert Grint-Ron of “Harry Potter” fame-
chimed in: “It poses so many questions. It’s so mysteri-
ous.” The series is set inside a house in Philadelphia,
where the India-born Shyamalan was raised, creating a
self-contained world that is reminiscent of the theater.
“This felt like a stage, rather than a set,” said Kebbell.
Basgallop said that he and Shyamalan “both like to tell
stories that are a little bit uncomfortable, that don’t
take the easy option all the time.”

“We’re entertained but there’s something darker
underneath it,” said Shyamalan.  “We’re really talking
about some human trauma that’s underneath it all.”
More than any other series marking the debut of Apple
TV+, “Servant” could help to define the new streaming
platform with a kind of originality that the tech compa-
ny has always prided itself on. —AFP

Aung careers towards the ground, hanging from
one arm on the basket of one of Myanmar’s
human-powered Ferris wheels, reliant on gravity-

defying agility and split-second coordination honed
since the age of nine. Fireworks shower down onto jubi-
lant crowds nearby from stunning, if treacherous, hot air
balloons at the annual festival in Shan State’s capital
Taunggyi. As ear-splitting techno pumps out from the
fairground, the team of lithe youngsters coax captivated
onlookers onto their Ferris ride, hamster-wheeling it
round to fill up the baskets.

Aung Sein Phyo, 22, blows his whistle and then scam-
pers with his teammates up the 20-metre (60-foot) high
structure. The wheel starts to turn, getting faster and
faster, each worker adeptly leaping away to safety just
before they crash into the ground. As the ride’s kaleido-
scopic neon lights become a blur and its delighted pas-
sengers cheer and scream, Aung jumps underneath-
almost onto his back, like an extreme limbo - lunging up
to give each basket an extra shove. 

“I started working on these when I was nine,” he tells
AFP during a break. “My parents didn’t like me doing it but
I did it behind their backs,” he confides with a grin,
acknowledging it is “dangerous” work. Aung is one of sev-
eral hundred young men working Myanmar’s Ferris wheels -
known as ‘char yahat’ - at fairgrounds and festivals across
the country. For nine months a year his team of 15 are on the
road and they work without a day off, earning between 70
and 100 USD a month before resting up during the mon-
soon season. “We have a really good team spirit,” says
Aung, admitting they sometimes cannot resist teasing their
female passengers. “When the girls go up high and we
swing the baskets, they get really scared and scream,” he
says smiling - although he adds the team always chivalrous-
ly help them off the ride so they leave happy. Aung says he
has no regrets about forgoing an education but admits to
sometimes missing his family. A more normal life would not
be for him, he insists, and instead plans to ride the wheel as
long as he can. “It’s all I know how to do.” —  AFP 


